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How can a 
student show 
concern for  
this issue?

Scenario: A group of students is being bullied at school.
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DURATION: 
Steps 1–7: 45 minutes

Step 8: 45 minutes

MATERIALS:  
You may want to show  
students some examples of 
songs, rap lyrics, or poetry.

TO PREPARE:  
Familiarize yourself with the  
music popular among your 
students. For Step 4, consider 
whether to add any scenarios  
that are appropriate to your  
setting. Encourage your students 
to think of their own scenarios 
and describe them to you. Decide 
whether you will assign some 
students as judges (see Step 6).

speaking truth to power

OVERVIEW: By writing songs and poetry, students practice speaking up for gender equality in 
relationships. Before starting this activity, each group should have completed at least one of the 
following activities in this book: 1, 3, 5, or 6.

OBJECTIVES: To help students to analyze and identify unequal power in male–female relationships.

INSTRUCTIONS 
1  Explain that this activity will explore how gender 

roles sometimes lead to power differences within 
OUR�RELATIONSHIPS��!SK�

s� 7HAT�ARE�SOME�OF�THE�THINGS�WE�HAVE�LEARNED�
about gender roles and equality? 

s� (OW�MIGHT�GENDER�ROLES�AFFECT�WHETHER�PEOPLE�
have equal power in their interpersonal 
relationships? [Allow five to ten minutes for 
responses.] 

2  Explain to students that they will explore this topic 
by writing poetry or songs. They may use hip-hop, 
spoken word, rap, or other styles. 

3 Have students form pairs (single sex or boy–girl) 
and discuss with their partner how they want to 
divide the work, for example, to write and perform 
their piece together or to have one person take the 
lead in writing and the other in performing.

4 Suggest examples of scenarios that students could 
use as a basis for their song or poem. 

s� !�BOY�DEFENDING�HIS�GAY�FRIEND

s� !�MAN�TELLING�HIS�FRIEND�HE�DOES�NOT�HAVE�THE�
right to force his wife to have sex

s� !�BANKER�EXPLAINING�TO�A�RESISTANT�HUSBAND�WHY�
he is granting the man’s wife a loan of her own 
(or the wife saying why she needs and deserves to 
have her own money)

s� !�TEENAGED�GIRL�FACING�SEXUAL�HARASSMENT�BY�OLDER�
males

s� !�HUSBAND�INSISTING�THAT�HIS�WIFE�SHOULD�DO�ALL�
of the housework and cooking and childcare 
although they both work full time

s� !�GIRL�FACING�STIGMA�WHEN�SHE�RETURNS�TO�HER�
community after having been sold into sex work

s� !�YOUNG�WIFE�BEING�PUNISHED�BY�HER�HUSBAND�FOR�
her small dowry

s� !�BOY�BEING�RIDICULED�BY�OTHER�BOYS�BECAUSE�HIS�
behavior is not macho
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s� !�WIFE�OR�GIRLFRIEND�TRYING�TO�CONVINCE�HER�
husband/boyfriend to use condoms when he does 
not want to

s� !�BOY�DEFENDING�HIS�MOTHER�WHEN�HIS�FATHER�
becomes violent toward her

s� !�DIFFERENT�KIND�OF�IDEA��4HE�STATEMENT�BY�FORMER�
3ECRETARY�'ENERAL�OF�THE�5NITED�.ATIONS��+Ol�
!NNAN��h7E�KNOW�WHAT�IT�TAKES�TO�TURN�THE�TIDE�
AGAINST�THIS��!)$3	�EPIDEMICx���)T�REQUIRES�REAL��
positive change that will give more power and 
confidence to women and girls, and transform 
relations between women and men at all levels of 
society.” 

s� !NOTHER�IDEA�THAT�YOU�THINK�OF�YOURSELVES��BUT�
which requires the teacher’s approval

5 Give students guidance to complete the assignment:

s� 4AKE�A�FEW�MINUTES�WITH�YOUR�PARTNER�TO�DECIDE�
which scenario you want to write about. 

s� 3PEND�THE�REST�OF�THE�CLASS�PERIOD�WRITING�YOUR�
song or poem. 

s� 4HINK�ABOUT�THE�ARGUMENTS�THE�VARIOUS�PEOPLE�IN�
these scenarios might make, and what they might 
say to prove their points. 

s� !LSO�THINK�ABOUT�HOW�IT�MIGHT�FEEL�TO�BE�A�PERSON�
in the story and how he or she would want to 
express feelings through words.

s� 2EMEMBER�THAT�THIS�IS�NOT�A�JOKE�OR�A�TIME�TO�
make light of violence.

6 Explain when they will be presenting the results of 
their work. If you decide to have a panel of judges, 
ask three or four students to select their three 
favorite performances. You may want to choose 
students who feel uncomfortable with performing. 

7 Give students 25–30 minutes to write their song 
OR�POEM��!LLOW�THEM�TO�lNISH�THIS�PROJECT�AS�
homework if needed.

8� 7HEN�THE�PRESENTATIONS�BEGIN��THIS�MAY�BE�A�
separate session), assemble any student-judges 
and clarify the criteria for selecting winners (for 
example, best message, best performance, best 
SONG��BEST�POEM	��!SK�STUDENTS�TO�PERFORM��

Homework: Pick two of the following questions and 
write a full paragraph about each of them in your 
journal or notebook: 

s� 7HO�USUALLY�HAS�MORE�POWER�IN�AN�INTIMATE� 
male–female relationship? 

s� 7HAT�ARE�THE�COSTS�OF�POWER�IMBALANCES�IN�
relationships? 

s� #AN�UNEQUAL�POWER�ALSO�EXIST�IN�SAMESEX�
relationships? 

s� 7HAT�ARE�SOME�WAYS�THAT�PEOPLE�CAN�TRY�TO�GAIN�
greater equality in their close relationships?


